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Abstract
Silicon (Si) and silicon nitride (SiN) based photonic integrated circuits are emerging as efficient platforms
for manipulating photons within structures with submicron dimensions. A large variety of such photonic
integrated circuits (PICs), operating at both visible and infrared wavelengths, including low loss
waveguides, high quality resonators and even full spectrometers have been demonstrated. Due to its
compatibility with mature complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) manufacturing
technology, integrated photonics has been considered a promising candidate for both fundamental optics
research (e.g., cavity quantum electrodynamics and quantum optics) and cost-effective and high-volume
applications such as information processing, quantum computing, and sensing technologies.
Unfortunately, because of either its indirect bandgap (Si) or its dielectric nature (SiN), it is hard to realize
optically active devices within these platforms, and therefore efforts to bring novel optoelectronic
functionality onto these platforms are of high scientific and technological interest. Attempts to do exactly
this have been undertaken, e.g. through the use of wafer bonding techniques or through direct growing
III-V semiconductors (e.g., GaAs, InP, ...) on passive photonics have already been undertaken and laser
devices operating at near infrared and telecom wavelengths have been demonstrated. Nevertheless, the
integrated photonics community is in need of active devices with wide tunability of the working
wavelength, high operating speed, low power consumption and low fabrication cost and the currently
available III-V materials hybridly integrated on Si or SiN platforms cannot fulfill all these requirements.
In particular expanding the operating wavelength from the infrared to the visible still remains a challenge.
In fact, the hybrid integration concept however can also be applied to other materials and in particular to
the rapidly developing nanoscale materials, possessing novel and tunable optical and electrical properties.
Accordingly, an enabling integrating technique ensuring high performance in the final device is important
but remains challenging. In the present talk, we will demonstrate a hybrid integration platform combining
low-loss SiN photonics and semiconductor nanocrystals, also known as colloidal quantum dots (QDs).
Based on this platform, we demonstrate on-chip integrated SiN-QD microdisk lasers with low threshold.
This opens up a path towards realizing on-chip laser sources operating in a wide wavelength range,
combining the advantages of gain-spectrum tunability in QDs and the spectrally broad operating range of
low-loss SiN photonics. Moreover, the presently developed approach, together with our QD patterning
technique, can be used for integrating a few QD emitters with SiN PICs for laser demonstration at a few
or even single dot level and also for on-chip quantum emitters, as currently being investigated in our
group. The demonstrated active SiN-QD building blocks will open up new opportunities for both
fundamental studies and practical applications.
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